Set Your Clock!

Time is of the essence with the crew when caring for more than 300 chimpanzees. Make your own analog clock to help keep track of how much time you spend on an activity, just like care staff!

**Suggested Materials**

- Paper plate or construction paper
- Pipe cleaners
- Marker
- Scissors

**Directions**

**Step 1**
Gather your materials!

**Step 2**
If you’re using construction paper draw a big circle and cut it out.

**Step 3**
Use your scissors to make a small hole in the center of your circle (you may need an adult’s help).

**Step 4**
Cut your pipe cleaner so that one piece is longer than the other (making the “minute hand” and “hour hand” of the clock).

**Step 5**
Insert the pipe cleaners through the hole in the middle of your clock. Bend the pipe cleaners so that they are flat against your clock on the front and back. Your pipe cleaners should be attached to your clock and should rotate like the hands of a clock!

**Step 6**
Bend two small pieces of pipe cleaner into two small triangles.

**Step 7**
Bend the small triangles onto the hands of your clock – you made pointers!

**Step 8**
Draw the numbers 1–12 onto your clock.

**Step 9**
Check the time on another clock in your house to help you set the time on your paper clock!

**All done!**
Share your analog clock with us @ChimpHaven #PanthootCrew